
PRODUCT ORIENTATION TO SOLUTION ORIENTATION

In this lesson, we will learn how to recognize a production-oriented marketing strategy. We will learn how a
production-oriented marketing strategy differs from a.

There are disadvantages to the product model, however. For many of us, our human reaction to problems
needs a makeover. In the historic case of the iPod, MP3 players had existed for some time with high sound
quality and simple interfaces â€” both desirable features. Markets are full of people, and these people are often
united on certain initiatives. Note that we are continuing to transition our training business to www. In
contrast, the sales orientation may neglect customer relationships in exchange for transactional increments to
drive revenue growth. Latoya Ball. The firm will have established teams, procedures, and processes that are
highly integrated with marketing feedback so that new products meet the needs of the market. In other words,
the importance of selling makes it indispensable to modern business, and it has subsequently evolved into a
complex system. None of these will lead to the best re4sults for all companies in every industry. This
negativity showcases a weakness that we have in the face of problem. Firms with a product orientation value
the relationships with customers in order to continuously learn their needs. Albert Einstein once said, "We are
boxed in by the boundary conditions of our thinking. Normal Vincent Peale advised, "When a problem comes
along, study it until you are completely knowledgeable. You can learn more about business strategy in an
upcoming workshop on innovation. Competitive analysis is also a significant component of market
orientation. Incremental improvements are incorporated to keep pace with competitors while the firm seeks
lower cost raw materials. These organizations tend to balance technical and market risk, using new
technologies to address known customer needs and creating market demand for needs that are unmet with
current competitive solutions. The emphasis of firms adopting a production orientation of marketing would
have been based on the theory of economies of scale, which are the cost advantages that an enterprise obtains
due to expansion. Relationship is about building a meaningful engagement with current customers, not so
much to make a sale but simply to ensure a continued relationship with the organization. While
problem-orientation deals with the cause and effects of problems, customers do not need to know this sort of
information. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at or info globlanpsolutions. Production
Orientation The evolution from production-oriented organizations to marketing-oriented organizations was
driven by a shift toward a marketplace that catered to meeting customer wants and needs rather than strictly
delivering product features and functionality. The Shift Toward Marketing Orientation Beginning in the s,
Harvard Professor Theodore Levitt and other academics argued that the sales orientation model was
ill-equipped to deliver products tailored to customer wants and needs. This typically includes four
perspectives: Relationship Marketing â€” A large field often referred to as retention , relationship marketing is
the simple idea that retaining a customer is significantly cheaper than getting new ones.


